
 

Graceland Wilson Neighbors Association 

Sunnyside Mall Survey – Community Ideas and Comments 

 

• More Flowers and Trees are needed. new benches. 

• better plants, annuals; fix benches 

• lighting, cameras, police presence, remove gang grafitti 

• Needs more lighting! Remove the benches and provide new ones and bars for single 

seating;cameras at Sunnyside and the alley between Malden and Magnolia. 

• Lighting and amentities; Broncho Billy Playground-needs to have the basketball court removed 

• Redo the damaged benches please; brighter lighting; please street sweep more regularly; can trees 

be planted on Sunnyside, east of Magnolia on South side 

• They need to maintain the property better. 

• Evergreen ground cover-landscaping;fencing around each bed,remove tags;fix bent benches;put in 

water source to water beds;organize community group to care for beds or installation(use google 

docs and share users to schedule) 

• Maintain landscaping, trim trees, better lighting; refuse removal 

• Ban police vehicles from from speeding thru mall area (safety for children playing in area);more 

urban gardens (veggies);fountain;farmers market;more activities for children;festivals in the 

mall;composting/recycling monthly program 

• Urban Garden;Bicycle Police;Better Seating Area;Tables for Chess and Checkers;An Area for 

Dogs;A bicycle riding rule:Bikers can only ride their bikes down the middle and not on the 

sidewalk. 

• Water faucets need to be accessible to people so watering can occur. Neighborhood input should be 

heard and considered. 

• Continued events-A water source PLEASE! Magnolia Plaza owners to step up!! 

• The gardening needs to return. I used to be involved 5+ years ago but lately its gotten fairly barren. 

• Water faucets need to be accessible to people so watering can occur. Neighborhood input should be 

heard & considered. 

• Improved lighting. Replace concrete with grass and make it into a walking park. 

• I would take it out and put the street back in. One way with angled parking along with a nice 

streetscape. Brick or paver stone it. If not feasible, more police patrols. 

• more plants, and lighting 

• Better lighting; more police patrols 



 

• Anything that could be done to encourage more foot traffic would be welcome--a fenced-in dog 

run, a coffee stand, whatever. Overall, though, I think it has become a nice asset to the community--

much safer than it used to be. Now that the street dealing is in the past, it's become quite a pleasant 

place. 

• Turn it into a drive-through area rather than pedestrian mall. The cops don't to anything to help the 

constant drug trafficking that occurs daily there. 

• Brighter lighting, continued tree trimming, cleaning of area, and more cameras. And more police 

patrolling. 

• I know this is a reach, but if there could be CPD presence (a substation) in the mall 24/7, that would 

certainly reduce the amount of loitering and potentially dangerous violence and drug activity. More 

"no loitering" signs and more strict enforcement of the anti-loitering laws could also keep the area 

safer. Adding additional streetlights, motion detectors and soft, overall landscape lighting can 

eliminate dark areas that might hide an intruder, exposing any movement in the area. 

• CREEPING EVERGREENS PLANTED WITHIN THE 'BOXES' WOULD BE GREAT. THEY 

ARE GREEN ALL YEAR LONG AND DO NOT GET TALL. LIGHITNG THAT IS SHEILDED 

DOWNWARD WILL HELP WITH SECURITY/SAFETY OF AREA. REMOVAL OF BENCHES 

ESPECIALLY THOSE THAT ARE BROKEN. CREATING SEATING THAT IS SINGLE 

SEATS VERSES BENCHES WILL DETER LOTTERING, SLEEPING, LAYING IN THE 

AREA. 

• I think it has been very helpful with the police light that has been installed at the corner. The area 

that needs help is Bronco Billy Park - that place is a nightmare! All you hear is the F-word, all the 

kids are rough-housing and there is no adult supervision. The basketball court needs to be paved 

over. 

• Turn it into a community garden like the one at chase park only more organized. Add lighting. If 

people are gardening and positive loitering in the area there will be less gangbangers around. 

• Sunnyside Mall as well as Bronco Billy Park should be kid-friendly spaces, free from loitering and 

associated littering and noise pollution. 

• Police need to reduce loitering as much as possible at the entrance on Magnolia. 

• I think it would be great if we could add some additional lighting and plant some new bushes or 

flowers since a lot was removed last year. I agree with keeping large bushes and trees cut down so 

that you can see through, but the area needs something to make it look a little more welcoming. 

• get people to pick up thier dog poo- maybe a friendly sign or 2... 

• Better Lighting; more police presence; Camera System; lobby for better stores to overtake the area. 

• More lighting at night 

• more lighting and have a camera. 

• Cameras, better lighting, use of space by all neighbors not just the gangs. 



 

• I think the section between Magnolia and Malden should be turned back into a street. The section 

between Malden and Beacon should remain a community area. 

• Discourage the loitering and make it harder for this area to be used as a vending point for drugs. Do 

not allow groups of gangs to settle on the mall ... Put up signs No Loitering and increase the 

Lighting at Night!!! 

• better lighting; consistent gardening and conservation; fewer gang bangers hanging out. 

• It's a beautiful, yet underutilized space. I believe we just need to use it more. Better lighting will 

certainly help. 

• decent lighting, camera, refurbished seating 

• Chop down the trees, put in a dairy queen. 

• The Sunnyside mall is our very important back yard. We have been in our Malden street condo 

since he was born and he is now 5. Riding bikes, riding scooters, walking the dog, playing with 

chalk, making new friends, EVERYTHING that normally happens in a back yard happens there for 

us. I would LOOOVE to have the mall between Beacon and Magnolia blocked off one or two days 

a month for an off-leash dog meet up. We live here and love it and have just decided that this is 

where we live, we are going to enjoy it, and try to infuse good vibes in the area. Of course, we don't 

go out at night. We would love more patrolling. 

• Improve the lighting, better plantings. Increase auto traffic. 

• Sunnyside mall deserves a new design based on community input on how we want to use & enjoy 

this public space. Surely there are a few crumbs left from the Wilson Yard TIF millions to pay it. 

I'd like to see a fountain, brighter, hooded lighting, chess table surrounded by raised bed gardens 

with a watering system. 

• Constant policing... Lots of light. Criminal activity of nearby buildings cleaned up... too many 

items... 

• Two thoughts: -- There is no public water source in the mall, which means it is almost impossible 

to nurture flowers/plants in the many beds. -- Zooming out 1000 feet, it would be interesting to 

consider how to make the mall more like, say, the lincoln square "mall" area (the one next to Sel 

Marie). Currently, Sunnyside Mall is little more than a walk through. The LS mall benefits 

tremendously from the retail traffic, the "stage area", etc., where Sunnyside doesn't. However, the 

layout of the planters, etc. are strange and it's purpose doesn't seem to have been very well thought 

out. Was it merely done to prevent car traffic or can it actually become a jewel for the area? -- Side 

note: Would love to see the Broncho Billy kids fountain have some sort of eco-friendly on/off 

switch in the summer. It currently runs all day, even though it is probably not in use 80% of the 

time. It would be better to have some sort of "button" that kids could push to turn it on and have it 

on a timer for 15 minutes or something... and then the kids can reactivate it if they still want to 

play. HUGE waste of water... 


